
Think. Believe. Dream. Dare.



Whether you are a salon owner with stylists on commission or a hairdresser looking 
to strike out on your own, our online education covers a wide range of topics to 
support your business model. 

Follow Matrix on Instagram and Facebook and join us on Access.

Matrix Professional Haircare & Colour

@Matrix

@Matrix

Check out our social channels 

Our founder
Meet Arnie Miller

The Matrix network
Support for every business model

In 1980, a hairdresser named Arnie Miller founded 
Matrix, a company whose name was inspired by 
the idea of synergy and togetherness. He wanted 
to weave together a matrix of support for every 
stylist, every hair type and every business model. 
He created Matrix, a brand where everyone 
belonged - and everyone felt welcome. 

A matrix of support 
to instill confidence in 
every hairdresser.



The Matrix way 
Think. Believe. Dream. Dare.

Arnie’s determination to create a sense of belonging for all hairdressers  
inspired the Matrix way of life.

Think about the values and principles that you are going to live by.
Believe in yourself, your ability and your potential.
Dream about the kind of stylist you want to be.
Dare to make your dream a reality.

Inclusive
Our community welcomes everyone through education for every stylist, innovation for every hair type and 
support for every business model.

Uncomplicated
Simple solutions for complex hair styles. We make advanced looks accessible with user-friendly products 
and techniques so everyone can cut, colour and style with confidence.

Uplifting
Bringing colour to your life with an uplifting culture of support and optimism.

Our values

As the most inclusive brand in the industry, we empower hairdressers of all ages, backgrounds and levels of 
expertise with the tools and self-assurance to deliver next level looks and realise their creative and professional 
potential.

Our purpose



SoColor
Pre-bonded permanent colour

SoColor Sync
Pre-bonded long-lasting toners

Light Master
A lightener for every level of lift

Colour with  confidence

SoColor Cult
Direct vivid colour



SoColor +  
SoColor Sync
A precise colour system for every fibre,  
every base, and every service - so you can 
colour every client with confidence.

Pre-Bonded 
Save time & add value

Pre-Blended 
Reach a new client base

Pre-Paired 
Keep clients coming back 

Vegan Formulas*

XL 90ml Tube

Tone-on-
tone Color
Our bold and full-
bodied tone-on-tone 
range leaves hair 
feeling conditioned, 
toned and polished 
from root to tip.

Permanent 
Color
Infuse every strand 
with rich and protective 
nourishment. In our 
signature 90ml tubes, 
this range provides 
2-5 levels of lift with
stunning multi tonal 
results.

Direct  
Vivid Color
Play with all the colours 
of the rainbow! SoColor 
Cult stays true-to-tone 
with our first pure violet 
dye, meaning your vivid 
services don’t change 
shade between visits.

Lighteners
A lightener for every 
level of lift. Banish the 
barriers of going blonde 
with our ultimate 
lightening family. Now 
introducing the newest 
family member, Light 
Master 8 with Bonder.

*No animal derived-ingredients



Haircare shouldn’t be complicated. 
Total Results is a compact yet complete in-salon and at-home hair care and styling system to tackle every 
hair challenge. Our exclusive collections of hairdresser-loved shampoos, conditioners and styling products are 
created to work together, so finding the right haircare regimen is simple.

Toning for all
Unwanted warm tones can affect anyone from the deepest brunettes to the brightest blondes. Fight warmth 
and neutralise unwanted undertones with Dark Envy, Brass Off, and So Silver. Cleanse, hydrate & deep treat with 
our professionally calibrated formulas, targeted for all levels.

Red  
Brown

Dark  
Orange

GoldRed Orange YellowRed  
Orange

Light  
Orange

Pale  
Yellow
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Yellow

1 4 72 5 83 6 9 10

So SilverBrass OffDark Envy

Haircare & styling
Matrix Total Results



Unbreak  
My Blonde
Strengthening haircare 
treatment that leaves 
lightened hair up to 3x 
stronger*. Made for all 
blondes, whether you’re 
blonde, going blonder or 
starting at a dark base.
*Combing test on bleached hair. 
Shampoo, conditioner and leave-in 
versus classic shampoo.

Miracle  
Creator 20
Delivering twenty benefits, 
the lightweight spray 
helps to strengthen 
hair, while taming frizz 
and protecting against 
heat damage to leave 
hair feeling and looking 
healthy.

A Curl Can Dream 
NEW

Our first pattern preserving* curl & style system, co-created 
with pattern experts to help define and moisturise curls  
and coils, infused with Manuka Honey Extract.
*Use shampoo, mask, cream and gel for full effect.



Matrix  
Community
Our Matrix Artist and 
Education Network are 
here to inspire you on your 
milestone journey 

We welcome EVERYONE. Every business 
model, every Professional, from newbies 
to seasoned pros, YOU are welcome to 
be a part of our learning hub on ACCESS.
Our Facebook page is a space to learn, 
feel inspired + get involved. There is 
something new happening every day.
Tag us @Matrix Professional Haircare 
& Color and you’ll see that we never  
miss a post - so expect a thumbs up 
from us every time.

matrix 

Connect  
with us...

Education on 
Access

@Matrix Professional 
Haircare & Color

matrix

Connect
with us...
We welcome EVERYONE. Every business
model, every Professional, from newbies
to seasoned pros, YOU are welcome to 
be a part of our learning hub on ACCESS.

Our Facebook page is a space to learn,
feel inspired + get involved. There is
something new happening every day.

Tag us @Matrix Professional Haircare & Color
and you’ll see that we never miss a post - so
expect a thumbs up from us every time

Education on
Access

@Matrix Professional Haircare
& Color

Desmond Murray
Artistic Team

 Desmond Murray
 Desmond Murray

Ross Taylor
Artistic Team

 rosstaylor1984
 Ross Taylor Hair

Rachel Hannon
Education Team

 rachelhannon.hair
 Rachel Hannon

Niall McNulty
Artistic Team

 niall_mcnulty
 Niall Mcnulty

Carol Ritchie
Education Team

 ritchie5562
 Carol Ritchie (CJ)

Nikita Tandy
Education Team

 nikita_tandy_pro
 Nikita Tandy pro

Lisa Farrall 
Artistic Team

 lisafarrall
  Lisa Farrall Hair Session 

Stylist

Deborah Bees
Education Team

 deborahbees1
 Deborah Jayne Bayer

Louise Houston
Education Team

 louise.houston.357
 Louise Houston

Terry Longden
Artistic Team

 terrylongdencreatives
 Terry Longden Creatives

Niamh Hayden
Artistic Team

 niamhhayden_hair
 Niamh Hayden

Andrea Hayes
Artistic Team

 andielouisehayes
 Andrea Hayes

Jayne Scrafton
Education Team

 Jayneuki
 Jayne Scrafton

Charis Smith
Education Team

 charissmithmatrix

Chelsea Armstrong
Education Team

 Chelsea-_armstrongxx
 Chelsea Armstrong

Deirdre Donnelly
Education Team

 deirdre_industry
 Deirdre Donnelly

Simon Townley
Artistic Team

 simontownley
 Simon Townley Salon

Catherine Hones
Education Team

 catherine.hones
 catherinehonesPro

Christian Wiles
Artistic Team

 christianwiles1
 Christian Wiles

John Anthony
Artistic Team

 john.matrix.educator
 John Anthoney

Michelle Summers-Davies
Artistic Team

 michelledavies_education
 Michelle Summers Davies

Claire John
Education Team

 clairejohneducation
 Claire John

Ria Kulik 
Artistic Team

 riak_hair

Peter Stephenson
Education Team

 peterstephensonuki

Rosie Briscoe
Education Team

 rosiebriscoehair
 Rosie Briscoe



www.matrixhaircare.co.uk

Matrix Professional Haircare & Color

@Matrix

@Matrix




